HP Latex R1000 and R2000 Printer RIP Certification
The HP RIP Certification is a process to differentiate the RIP partners who reach a specific and superior level of integration, compatibility and
performance with the HP Latex R1000 and HP Latex R2000 Printers. The scope of the RIP Certification program is mainly focused on the RIP-to-printer
integration, with special attention to the areas that reinforce the printer value proposition. The compatibility support matrix below is presenting the RIP
partners certified and versions.

HP Latex R1000 and R2000

Functionality

Printing Performance

 Processing
 White printing

Media Management

 Media synchronization

Printer reporting

 Printer status
 Printer notifications

ONYX
Thrive 12.2

Solutions Across HP printers

Job Generation

 Job annotations
 Color Bars
 Fotoba Marks
 Cutting Marks
 Job Preview

Job management

 Job cancel
 Job accounting
 Job status
 JMF job submission
 Remove job in printer

Application Center
integration

 Protected PDF
 Job automation

Box

 Job automation
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Grand RIP 11.2




Summary Description:
Processing: RIP ability to rasterize any image and it is compatible with the printer.
White Printing: ability to rasterize white layered images. Compatibility to Underflood, Overflood and Spot Color white printing methods.
Download ICC Profile from the printer: ability to synchronize new ICC profiles generated from the printer.
Add New Media support: ability to create new medias from the RIP.
Show Media type “unavailable”: ability to notify the selected media is unavailable when there is a mismatch between RIP and printer.
Show Printer “unavailable”: ability to report if a printer is not reachable.
Send to print with custom ICC: ability sending to print a different ICC which has got the printer.
Printer Status: printer status reporting to the RIP.
Printer Notifications: ability of the RIP to display printer’s notifications.
Job Annotations: ability from of the RIP to generate jobs including annotations.
Color Bars: ability from of the RIP to generate jobs with color bars.
Fotoba Marks: ability from of the RIP to generate jobs with fotoba marks.
Cutting Marks: ability from of the RIP to generate jobs with cutting marks.
Job Preview: ability from of the RIP to generate a job preview in the printer.
Protected PDF: ability of the RIP to import and rasterize the HP Application Center format images(PDF).
Job Automation: ability to add to the RIP queue the generated jobs from HP Applications Center automatically.
Box: RIP compatibility with HP Box applicaton. Jobs will be automatically added in the RIP queue from the Box application.

